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SUMMARY

An investigation has been made to determine the stability and con-

trol characteristics in hovering and in forward flight of a free-flight

model representing a type of vertical-take-off-and-landing aircraft

which utilizes two fixed ducted fans as its sole source of lift and

propulsion. The model, having fans 28 inches in diameter, was consid-

ered to be approximately one-third the size of a full-scale aircraft.

Control moments for most of the hovering tests and all the forward-

flight tests were provided by remotely controlled compressed-air jets
at the sides and ends of the model. For one brief phase of the

hovering investigation a system of vanes in the duct slipstreams was

substituted for the jets as a means of roll control. During the

forward-flight tests, the model was flown with both the tandem and

side-by-side duct arrangements.

In hovering the model exhibited strongly divergent oscillations

about the pitch and roll axes. The pitching oscillation of the tandem

configuration was of a fairly long period and was not particularly

difficult to control; the rolling oscillation, however, was of a rela-

tively short period and was extremely difficult to control. Both

oscillations could be completely eliminated by the addition of a suffi-

cient amount of artificial damping. The control moments produced by

the vane-type roll control system were weak and were accompanied by a

side force of appreciable magnitude and undesirable direction.

In forward flight the model required an undesirably large nose-

down tilt angle for equilibrium at any appreciable speed. A vane was

placed transversely in the slipstream of the forward duct of the

tandem configuration in an attempt to reduce this tilt angle. The vane

was effective in reducing the tilt angle but apparently caused an in-

crease in the power requirements and in the angle-of-attack instability.

Without the vane, a forward speed of 30 knots (full scale) required

a nose-down tilt angle of about 30°. A powerful pitch control moment

was required not only to maintain the trim attitude but also to



overcomethe effects of instability with angte of attack. Less pitch
control momentwas required for the tandem omfiguration than for the
side-by-side configuration at any given forwlrd speed.

The instability in roll increased with _orward speed. No forward
speeds in excess of about 20 knots (full scale) were achieved until the
artificial damping in roll and the yaw contr)l momentwere increased
appreciably above values which had proved satisfactory for hovering
flight.

INTRODUCTION

There has been muchinterest in the dev_lopment of a simple, inex-
pensive, easily operated vertical-take-off-and-landing (VTOL)vehicle
for aerial reconnaissance and light transport missions. Someof the
operating characteristics desired for the ve_cle include hovering
capability, forward speeds up to about 50 kn,_ts, and a payload of
1,000 pounds. The opinion appears to be widely shared that a vehicle
having the desired characteristics would be ,_neincorporating some
arrangement of multiple ducted fans as the m_in source of lift and pro-
pulsion. Although someinformation has been available on the basic
characteristics of ducted fans, the areas of application in which
ducted fans might be utilized in groups have until recently remained
largely unexplored. To provide information on the stability and con-
trol characteristics of multiple-duct vehicl,_s, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration has undertaken a program of force
tests and free-flight tests on small-scale _dels generally represen-
tative of a numberof configurations suggest,_dby manufacturers. This
paper presents the results of a series of fr,_e-flight tests madeto
determine the stability and control characte_istics in hovering and in
forward flight of a model representing a type of VTOLaircraft which
utilizes two fixed ducted fans as its sole source of lift and propul-
sion. Reference i presents a discussion, ba_ed in part on results of
someof these tests, of certain stability an,[ control problems to be
anticipated with a vehicle depending upon fi_:ed ducted fans for its
lift and propulsion.

APPARATUSANDTEST_

Model

The model, shownin figures 1 to 4, was not meant to represent any
particular full-scale machine; rather, it wa_,intended to be simply a
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research vehicle (of approximately one-third scale) which might yield

information generally applicable to a number of two-duct configurations.

The ducts, of sheet aluminum construction, were located at each

end of a simple wooden body. Near the exit of each duct was a fan which

had four 3-inch-chord wooden blades. These blades were set to an angle_

measured at the 0.75-radlus station, of 18 ° to the plane of rotation.

Clearance between blade tip and duct wall was about i/8 inch. Power

was supplied to the fans by two pneumatic motors, one located in each

duct. These motors were driven by a common source of compressed air

but were not otherwise interconnected.

For most of the tests, the model control moments were furnished by

small air jets located at the sides and ends of the model. Some of

these jet-reaction controls were operated by pilots who controlled

them remotely through the flicker-type (full on or off) electropneumatic

actuators used on all models by the Langley VTOL Section. The actuators

were equipped with integrating-type trimmers which trimmed the control
a small amount in the direction the control was moved each time a con-

trol deflection was applied. With actuators of this type, a model

becomes accurately trimmed after flying a short time in a given flight

condition. For the tandem configuration, the remotely controlled jets

used in the hovering tests provided moments of about ±22 foot-pounds

in pitch, ±9 foot-pounds in roll, and ±ii foot-pounds in yaw.

Other jet controls were employed at times to produce artificial

damping for the model. In this application, the jet controls were

driven by pneumatic actuators which moved in response to signals from

gyroscopic devices sensitive to angular velocities. The system was set

up so that a control moment could be produced automatically about any

given axis, which would be proportional to the angular velocity about

that axis and in the direction to reduce the velocity and would thereby

add damping to the model motions.

For one particular set of hovering tests with the tandem model,

all roll control moments were provided not by the air jets but by a

system of vanes placed in the slipstream of the ducts. Details of

these vanes are shown in figure 2.

During one brief phase of the forward-flight tests, a single fixed

vane was installed along a transverse diameter of the slipstream from

the forward duct in the tandem configuration. (See fig. 3.) This vane

was not a control surface but was merely intended to provide a forward

force to help control the model in forward flight.

The mass characteristics of the model varied slightly from one

phase of testing to another, as control mechanisms, vanes, ballast
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weights, and so forth, were added or removed, but the following values

are believed to be reasonably representative of average values for the

model with the tandem arrangement:

Weight, ib ........................... 80

Moment of inertia about long horizontal axis_ slug-ft 2 ..... 2.2

Moment of inertia about short horizontal axis, slug-ft 2 .... 9.6

Moment of inertia about vertical axis, slug-ft 2 ........ 12.5

Hovering Setup and Procedure

The hovering tests were performed in a large, completely enclosed

area which provided protection from random disturbances due to wind.

Some slight recirculation developed in this area during flights_ but

this did not seem to have any appreciable effects on the model

performance.

The model was equipped with a steel safety cable, by means of

which crashes could be averted in the event that control over the model

was lost. This cable ran from an attachment point just above the model

center of gravity through a pulley fixed to the building structure about

40 feet above the floor, then down to a safety cable operator stationed

on the floor. A flight cable, made up of light electric cables and

flexible plastic tubes, was used to conduct r_Jnote-control signals and

compressed air to the model during flight. The flight cable was

attached to the model near the center of gravity and was fastened along

the steel safety cable and ran approximately aorizontally out to the

supply connections for the electrical signals and compressed air.

The electrical control signals originatel at control boxes which

were operated by pilots stationed on the floor of the flight area.

Although it is in some cases possible for one man to operate all three

controls successfully, the usual test techniq_ie is to assign separate

pilots to the roll, pitch, and yaw controls. Through this division of

pilot duties, each man is able to study in detail that particular phase

of the model's behavior with which he is directly concerned. A fourth

man operated a throttle valve which controllei the supply of compressed

air to the fan motors in such a manner as to :naintain approximately the

desired altitude for flight.

The general procedure for the hovering t_sts is best illustrated

by the description of a typical flight. Test_ usually began with the

model supported in the air by the safety cable. The power operator

then opened the throttle valve, the three pilots manipulated their

respective controls, and the safety cable operator adjusted the cable

length until the model attained a trimmed hov_ring condition, with the
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safety cable slack, at an altitude of about 15 feet above the floor.
Then, certain experiments with the controls were performed, depending
upon the nature of the investigation, and the response of the model was
noted. Normally, the motions about only one axis at a time were sub-
ject to experimentation; motions about the other two axes were restricted
to a minimumby the efforts of the two pilots having direct control about
those axes. In somecases, artificial stabilization was employed to aid
in further minimizing these extraneous motions. At the conclusion of a
flight, power was reduced and the weight of the model was again taken
by the safety cable. During the ts_ke-off-and-landing tests, the model
started from a condition of rest on the floor. Power was applied until
the model had risen to an altitude of about lO or 15 feet. After a
brief period of steady hovering flight the power was adjusted for
descent and was cut off abruptly as the model touched the floor.

Forward-Flight Setup and Procedure

The forward-flight tests were performed in the test section of the
Langley full-scale tunnel. A drawing of the setup for these tests is
presented as figure 5. The model and the method of controlling it were
the sameas for the hovering tests.

The forward-flight tests usually started with the model hovering
in still air in the test section of the tunnel. After a trim condition
had been attained in hovering, the tunnel was started and the airspeed
was increased slowly. As the airspeed increased, the pitch pilot
applied nose-down control to tilt the model to the attitude required
for equilibrium. All flights began and endedwith the model supported
by the safety cable. Someof the tests, madeto explore the flight
characteristics at someparticular speed, began with the tunnel preset
to a given airspeed. Model power and tilt angle were then adjusted to
the values required for trim. These values and the tunnel speed were
then held constant for a flight usually of several minutes duration.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

In attempting to interpret the results of free-flight model tests,
one must bear in mind that the behavior of a model remotely controlled
by humanpilots is not necessarily an exact representation of the
behavior of a full-scale machine. Certain scale effects exist which
usually cause the model tests to yield results which appear somewhat
pessimistic when comparedwith actual flight results. Amongthese
effects, and of particular importance to the tests discussed in this
paper, is the time lag between the requirement for a control and its
actual application. In contrast to the pilot of a full-scale machine_



who can sense accelerations kinesthetically and apply corrective con-
trols without waiting for a displacement to develop, the model pilot
usually applies controls only in response to an observed displacement.
This introduces a time lag into the model pilot's response, and, when
it is considered that model angular motions are inherently more rapid
than those of a full-scale machine, it is seen that the phase lag
between the need for a control and its actual application may be
appreciably larger for the model than for the full-scale machine and
that the model may fly somewhatless smoothly than the full-scale
machine.

Hovering Flight

For purposes of discussion of the hovering phase of the investi-
gation, the model is considered to be representative of a tandem two-
duct machine - that is, motions about the long horizontal axis are con-
sidered rolling motions and motions about the short horizontal axis are
considered pitching motions.

Longitudinal stability characteristics.- Possibly the most out-

standing d_namic stability characteristics of the model in hovering

flight were the strongly unstable oscillations in both pitch and roll.

Graphic representation of a typical uncontrolled pitch oscillation,

obtained from motion-picture records of model flights, is presented as

figure 6. These oscillations, which have a powerful effect on the

flight behavior, seem inherent in most ducted-fan configurations since

the source of the exciting force appears to lle in the response of the

aerodynamic forces on the duct and fan to changes in translational

velocities. Quantitative data on these force variations, obtained in

a series of force tests on this model, are presented in reference 2.

If the force-test information is correlated _Lth the observed flight

behavior, the following qualitative analysis ._f the mechanics of an

oscillation may be obtained.

For purposes of illustration, an oscillation in pitch is consid-

ered although the general argument may apply equally well to an oscilla-

tion in roll. If the model, initially in a t;_immed hovering condition,

encounters some disturbance which produces an angular displacement

about the pitch axis, the resultant thrust vector is displaced from

the vertical to some new attitude in which it has a horizontal compo-

nent in the direction toward which the model _ras pitched. If the ini-

tial pitch displacement is considered to be i11 the nose-down direction,

the model is then accelerated forward. As th_ forward velocity increases,

aerodynamic forces develop which produce a no:_e-up pitching moment in the

direction to restore hovering equilibrium. _e relationship between the

aerodynamic forces, their variations with pitc:_h angle, pitching velocity,

and forward velocity, and the mass characteri_tics of the model, however,
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are such that the model acquires a nose-up pitching velocity, overshoots

the level attitude required for hovering equilibrium, and decelerates to

zero forward velocity, by which time the angular displacement in the

nose-up direction has become of even greater magnitude than was the

initial nose-down angular displacement. The longitudinal forces are

then heavily out of balance toward the rear, and the model enters the

second half-cycle of a rapidly divergent oscillation.

Notwithstanding the presence of a divergent pitching oscillation,

the model was not particularly difficult to fly in pitch. An important

reason for this was that the period of the oscillation was approximately

_21 seconds, which was long enough, compared with the pilot's reaction

time, to allow the pilot time to apply a corrective control in the

proper phase to arrest the oscillation before any appreciable ampli-

tudes developed. A second reason for the relative ease with which the

model could be flown in pitch was the damping in pitch afforded by the

tandem duct arrangement. A discussion of the effect of duct arrange-

ment on damping is presented in reference I. Another reason for the

ease of control in pitch was the large control moment available to the

pilot. This moment, produced by the jet-reaction system previously

discussed, amounted to approximately 322 foot-pounds and afforded

angular accelerations in pitch of approximately 2.3 radians per second

per second. This moment proved to be powerful enough to arrest the

oscillation even after it had intentionally been allowed to develop an

appreciable amplitude.

When artificial damping equal to or in excess of approximately

3.5 foot-pounds per degree per second of pitching velocity was added,

the model became completely stable in pitch and would fly for long

periods of time without the need for manual pitch control other than

an occasional trim correction required to restrain a random wandering

tendency. It is felt that this wandering was due to such causes as

recireulation of the slipstream in the test area or to slight differ-

ential changes in the thrust of the model fans.

Lateral stability characteristics.- The oscillation in roll pre-

sented a much more serious control problem than did the oscillation in

pitch. The effects of the aerodynamic forces and the mass character-

istics of the basic model combined to produce an oscillation of so

short a period compared with the pilot's reaction time that the roll

pilot had great difficulty in applying control in the proper phase to

arrest the oscillation. The violent instability of the rolling oscil-

lation prohibited the measurement of the period to the same degree of

accuracy achieved in the longitudinal stability investigation. Anal-

ysis of the best available data indicates, however, that a value of

approximately 2 seconds may reasonably be assigned to the period of

the rolling oscillation. The jet-reactlon roll control moments of
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approximately +9 foot-pounds resulted in anE11ar accelerations in roll

of approximately 4.2 radians per second per second. This roll control

moment appeared adequate when applied in prq?er phase and before large

amplitudes had developed. Although the magnitude of this control

moment seemed to the roll pilot to be about the optimum, the extreme

instability of the oscillation made flights zery rough. So great were

the demands imposed on pilot technique by th_ model that the duration

of the flights was limited to about 2 minutes by physical fatigue of

the roll pilot.

The addition of artificial damping to the model control system

resulted in greatly improved flight characteristics. A damping rate of

approximately 0.2 foot-pounds per degree per second of rolling velocity

was found to be sufficient to produce a cond£tion of neutral stability.

When the damping rate was increased only sliEhtly over this value,

prolonged flights could be made with no need for a manual roll control

other than an occasional trim correction req_lired to restrain a random

wandering tendency.

As pointed out previously, hovering tests were also made with a

system of vanes located in the slipstream of the ducts, which was sub-

stituted for the jet control as a source of roll control moment. (See

fig. 2. ) Basically, the function of the vanes _as to produce a moment

by producing a force in the sidewise direction. The product of this

force and its moment arm about the center of gravity was the roll con-

trol moment. Because the moment arm was rather short, due to the

geometry of the model, relatively large forces were required to pro-

duce reasonable control moments. At each application of roll control,

then, the model initially experienced an appreciable sidewise accel-

eration in the direction opposite to that in which it was intended to

roll. A response of this nature is not only somewhat disconcerting

to a pilot trying to control the position of an aircraft but also

aggravates the stability problems In that a roll control given to

arrest an oscillation produces a side force in the direction to rein-

force the oscillation. The net result was that, although short flights

(seldom longer than 20 seconds) were possible with the vane roll con-

trol, these flights were very rough, characterized by a great number of

small abrupt lateral displacements, and demsnded a high degree of pilot

skill. A vane deflection of +28 ° was the minimum which could produce

adequate rolling moments.

The addition of a rate stabilization system to the control input

to the vanes provided enough artificial dam_ing to improve greatly the

lateral stability characteristics of the model. A damping rate of 1.8 °

of vane deflection per degree per second of rolling angular velocity

was the minimum required to counteract completely the unstable oscilla-

tory tendency of the model. With this artificial damping, the model

was fairly easy to control in roll and could be flown for long periods
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of time with only the occasional necessity for the application of manual

roll control. The best flights obtained with this control system were,

however, a little rough compared with the best flights obtainable with

the Jet control system.

Throughout the test program, the Jet control was utilized as the

source of yaw control. The model was neutrally stable about the yaw

axis, so that most of the need for yaw control arose only from the

necessity of counteracting the effects of slipstream recirculation and

the changes in net torque due to random differential changes in fan

rotational speed. A yaw control moment of ill foot-pounds, producing

angular accelerations in yaw of approximately 0.9 radian per second per

second, proved to be quite satisfactory in hovering.

Take-offs and landings.- A series of take-offs and landings with

the model remotely controlled about all three axes by means of Jet-

reaction controls, and with artificial damping in roll only, revealed

no perceptible changes in the stability and control characteristics of

the model as it passed through the ground-effect region. As might be

expected, however, operation of the model near the ground was charac-

terized by a lower power requirement. No actual power measurements

were made, but an indication of the changes in power requirements was

gained from noting the required changes in the setting of the throttle

valve controlling power input to the model fan motors. Flights near

the ground could be performed as easily as at higher altitudes. Indeed,

some of the flights near the ground seemed even smoother because the

vertical motions were minimized by the altitude stability afforded by

the ground effect. It is possible that the ground effect may also have

produced some attitude stability, which would have further contributed

to smoothness of flight.

A few flights near the ground were attempted with the roll control

vanes used for roll control and with the roll damper operating. These

flights were somewhat rough, though not necessarily rougher than those

at higher altitudes, and were limited in number because of the danger

of damaging the model. Because vane deflections affect not only roll

and side force but also total thrust, holding a given altitude, either

in or out of ground effect, was more difficult than with the Jet

controls.

Forward Flight

Tandem arrangement.- Although the problems associated with this

model in forward flight were primarily longitudinal ones, the flight

behavior of the model in the initial stages of the forward-flight tests

dictated that a solution to a lateral stability problem be effected

before the longitudinal investigation could be extended to reasonably
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high forward speeds. The particular lateral _;tability problem requiring
solution was that of increasing dynamic inst_)ility with increasing for-
ward speed. In the preceding discussion of the stability characteristics
of the model in hovering flight, it is noted that the inherent lateral
oscillation could be completely eliminated by the addition of a suffi-
cient amount of artificial damping. At the outset of the forward-flight
tests, however, it was found that values of artificial damping sufficient
to produce lateral stability in hovering were not necessarily great
enough to insure stability in forward flight. The increase in oscilla-
tory instability with increasing speed has no_ been analyzed in detail,
but it is evident that the model had all the major factors which are
knownto produce lateral oscillatory instability in an airplane. These
factors are a high dihedral effect (large rolling momentdue to side-
slip), low or negative directional stability, high radii of gyration,
and a nose-downinclination of the principal _xis of inertia. With
values of roll damping and yaw control sufficient for smooth stable
flight in hovering, forward speeds of only abc_ut20 knots (full scale)
were attained before flights were terminated _y the development of the
unstable lateral oscillation. After the rate of artificial damping had
been increased by approximately 70 percent and the yaw control moment
increased from ll to 22 foot-pounds, no further lateral stability prob-
lems were encountered. No measurementswere _ade of the actual damping
rate required for stability in forward flight.

After the speed limitations imposedby the lateral stability dif-
ficulties had been removed, flights were madeduring which a maximum
speed of approximately 30 knots (full scale) was attained. In pro-
gressing from hovering flight to maximumforward speed, the nose-down
control momentrequired for trim increased until at about 30 knots all
the available nose-downcontrol moment,augmentedby a nose-downballast
momentof 7 foot-pounds, was being exerted. The nose-downtilt angle
required for equilibrium at this speed was approximately 30° . In this
condition, with no reserve control momentavailable, only a very slight
disturbance was required to cause the model to nose up slightly.
Becausethe model had an unstable variation of pitching momentwith
angle of attack, the nose-up pitching momentc_uld then exceed the
available nose-down control momentwith the re3ult that the model
pitched up and drifted downwind in the tunnel test section.

Although the occurrence of a pitch-up at i_ligh speed invariably
forced the termination of a test flight, the m_tion of the model during
the pitch-up was not particularly violent. Th_ forward tilt angle
decreased, steadily but not very rapidly, whil._ the increased drag
accompanyingthe decreasing nose-downattitude caused the model to lose
muchof its forward speed. Becausethe tunnel speed remained essen-
tially constant during the pitch-up, the model drifted downwinduntil
its motion was arrested by the safety cable. Had the model been free
to decelerate relative to the airstream, as wo_lld be the case in
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completely free flight out of doors, there are indications that the
nose-up pitching momentwould have decreased until it was less than the
pitch control moment,at which time the pilot could have regained con-
trol of the model.

The angle-of-attack instability, reported in reference 2, which
contributes heavily to the pitch-up was noted at all forward speeds,
although it did not seriously impair the flight characteristics until
the higher speeds were reached. This was due to the fact that the
pitching momentsdeveloped were a function of the forward speed, whereas
the maximumavailable pitch control momentwas a constant value, inde-
pendent of forward speed.

As has been mentioned in the section entitled "Apparatus and Tests,"
the model fans were driven individually by pneumatic motors having no
mechanical interconnection. This arrangement gave rise to somedif-
ficulty in attaining a flight condition in which the model was com-
pletely trimmed in pitch. A series of static force tests, performed
subsequent to the flight tests, indicated the changes in pitching moments
which might result from randomdifferential changes in fan speeds.
Figure 7 shows the wide band of pitching momentsrequired for trim
through the forward-speed range covered during the flight tests. Because
figure 7 presents data from only three tests through the speed range,
it is reasonable to assumethat an even wider band may have resulted
from a greater numberof tests. In any event, it maybe seen that some
of the longitudinal difficulties encountered in flight resulted from
the nature of the model drive system.

As a meansof increasing the nose-down control momentrequired for
trim in forward flight, ballast weights were attached to the forward
end of the model for someof the flights. The addition of these weights
produced a forward shift in the center of gravity of as muchas i0 per-
cent of a duct diameter from the original position indicated in fig-
ure i. With the forward center-of-gravity locations, the model was
found to be easier to trim in forward flight, although no perceptible
reduction of longitudinal instability was noted.

In an effort to reduce the forward tilt angle required for equilib-
rium at the higher forward speeds, a turning vane (fig. 3) was installed
in the slipstream of the forward duct. It had originally been planned
to use a cascade of vanes in each duct, but the downwardforce on the
multiple-vane arrangements caused such a reduction in net lift that
flights were impossible with the limited power available. With the
single vane installed and deflected 15° the model attained a speed of
approximately 28 knots (full scale) at a forward tilt angle of about
22° . Since the tilt angle at 28 knots for the basic model was nearly
30°, it can be said that the vane had somebeneficial effect on the
tilt angle. Its effect on power required was, however, apparently
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quite detrimental. No actual measurementsof power were madeduring
the flight tests, but the setting required fo_ the throttle valve for
the pneumatic motors provided the basis for _lalitative comparison.
The turning vane had the additional undesirab Leeffects of increasing
the angle-of-attack instability and the nose-.iown control momentrequired
for trim at any given forward speed. A more luantitative evaluation of
the vane effect is presented by the force-test data of reference 2,
although for the tests discussed in reference 2 the vane configuration
was quite different from that of the flight-t_st model presently under
discussion.

In spite of the trim, stability, and mechanical problems, the model
with the tandem arrangement was not considere_ to be particularly dif-
ficult to fly in pitch. The motions were fai:_ly slow, and, as long as
the available pitch control momentappreciably exceeded the pitching
momentsdeveloped by the fans and ducts, prolonged flights could be
madeconsistently and easily.

Side-by-side arrangement.- Several fligh_s were made with the model

turned 90 ° about a vertical axis to produce a side-by-side arrangement

of the ducts. The artificial damping system used about the roll axis

in the tandem arrangement was retained as a p:!.tch damper when the model

was rotated to the side-by-side arrangement. Because it was known that

the motions of the model in hovering were rapid and violent, no attempts

were made to fly the side-by-side arrangement without artificial damping

in pitch. No artificial damping was required in roll, however. It was

the roll pilot's comment that the model was as easy to fly in roll in

the side-by-side configuration without damping as in the tandem arrange-

ment with artificial damping. It is possible_ however, that lateral

stability difficulties would have developed a-_ speeds higher than those
attained in the tests.

Ballast was added to produce a nose-down ballast moment of 7 foot-

pounds. The early flights in this side-by-sic_e arrangement resulted in

uncontrollable pitch-ups at forward speeds of only about 5 knots. Two

factors were apparently responsible for the p:_tch-ups occurring at a

much lower speed than with the tandem arrangei_nt: First, the nose-up

pitching moment developed by the model was co_siderably larger for the

side-by-side arrangement than for the tandem _rrangement at any given

forward speed. This effect is shown and discussed in reference 2.

Second, the geometry of the model and the loc_,tion and size of the con-

trol Jets caused the pitch control moment to be reduced by more than

one-half when the model was rotated to the site-by-side arrangement.

When the pitch control effectiveness of the s_de-by-side arrangement

was increased by mounting the pitch Jet on a tail boom so that the

maximum pitch control moment became approximately 85 percent of that

available in the tandem arrangement, the pitcL-up occurred at speeds

of about 17 knots (full scale) which was approximately 60 percent of
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the maximum speed attained in the tandem arrangement. A graphical

summary of the maximum speeds, with the corresponding nose-down tilt

angles, for four model conditions is presented in figure 8.

CONCLUSIONS
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On the basis of free-flight model tests of an aircraft supported

by two ducted fans, the following conclusions are drawn:

i. The tendency exists toward the development of divergent oscil-

lations about both the pitch and roll axes in hovering flight of a

tandem duct arrangement. The pitching oscillation has a reasonably

long period and is easy to control. The rolling oscillation, however,

has a much shorter period and is extremely difficult to control.

2. The oscillations about either axis may be completely eliminated

by the addition of sufficient artificial damping about the axes. The

requirements for roll damping of the tandem configuration are increased

as the model goes from hovering to forward flight.

3. The roll control characteristics produced by a system of con-

trol vanes installed in the slipstream of the duct of a tandem configu-

ration and depending upon a side force to produce a control moment are

unsatisfactory. Control moments are only marginal because of the small

moment arm about the center of gravity, and the side force producing

the control moment aggravates the rolling oscillation.

4. Undesirably large nose-down tilt angles are required for trim

in forward flight for both the tandem and side-by-side arrangements.

Slipstream vanes may provide some reduction in the tilt angle, but this

reduction may be at the expense of increased longitudinal instability

and higher power requirements.

5. The pitch control moment required for trim at a given forward

speed is less for the tandem duct arrangement than for the side-by-slde

arrangement.

Langley Research Center,

National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Langley Field, Va., May 9, 1961.
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Figure 3.- Forward duct of tandem configuration, showing location and

dimensions of vane used for pitch trim in forward flight. All

linear dimensions are in inches.
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